
COMMITTEE TO END HOMELESSNESS VICTORIA
MINUTES of Dec. 18 meeting 2013.

Present: David Tat (in chair), Seb, Angela, John, Susan, Bill, Hilary, Daniel, 
Heather, Derek, Bernice, Trudy, Kym, Joyanna, David Turner, Annie Banks 
and Alison (minutes)

1. Thanks to the Lkwungen people for allowing us to meet on their land.    
Introductions. Code of conduct.  Addition to the agenda.

2. NEWS FROM THE STREET
a/ Kym: AVI has two positions for outreach workers. Call Heather Hobbs.
b/Kym: people are suffering because of VIHA'S lack of "rig-digs”.
c/ John concerned about the Salvation Army bemoaning lack of donations 
whilst ending or restricting pay for minding the kettles.
d/ Derek concerned about the restrictions on opening Extreme Weather 
shelters. Alison will write to Jen Bacon, supporting her in the need for more 
discretionary powers to decide when the shelters should be open.
e/ Bill raised (on behalf of Chris) concerns that Cool Aid is not meeting the 
needs of the homeless, eg Rock Bay has unused space that could be used.
f/ Hilary: the Executive Hotel has free double or king-size beds free for pick-
up.

3/ DEC 21 VIGIL:   
a/ Mike for the Coalition and Kym from our committee will be the mc's and 
will meet Thursday with Derek and Hilary to arrange who reads the 
proclamation and the list of names very slowly, following the rev. Al's 
blessing.  We should end with a minute's silence and an invitation to the 
Solstice Cafe..
b/ Press: Susan will welcome them and get names.
c/ Flashlights: Trudy
d/ banners: Alison, David Tat and??
e/ mike - Susan to bring.  

4/ OUR PLACE MEETING: Susan:  Not much business done. Neither Lisa 
Helps  nor Shellie Gudgeon present. Discussion of Rock Bay landing move 
to push the homeless off the green patch nearby.

5/ MUSIC NIGHT. Silver Threads board won't rent space for any event open 
to the public.  St.John the Divine not suitable because not accessible.  



Derek will try for the Downtown Activity Centre music room any night in 
Jan.

6/ ANTI- OPPRESSION WORKSHOP- instead of a regular meeting Jan. 29 at 
Silver Threads.     Annie Banks explained her ideas: about 20 people who 
have signed up by Jan 22.  Invitation to everyone to email Alison with 
suggestions  or else bring them to our Jan 8 meeting at Our Place.

7/ ACTION!  Daniel, who is sleeping in his car is fed up with being bugged 
by the cops and given umpteen parking tickets.  We need a place where 
people can sleep i their cars.  If we have won the right to sleep in public 
places, we should be allowed to park and sleep somewhere in safety. 
Aiison to contact lawyers Irene Falkner and Kathy Boies Parker at Genesis 
ln January and ask  for an appointment to discuss how to proceed.General 
agreement that we set up an action group for public protests and make this 
our main topic for Jan. 8 meet.

8/ BELFRY PLAY ABOUT HOMELESSNESS. Alison to call Joel to confirm 
free or cheaper tickets for the committee and the homeless.

9/  THE CAP CAMPAIGN against discrimination. Next meting City Hall Jan 8 
at 11 am.  Seb is concerned that we are not inviting participation of the First 
Nations in a respectful manner.

10/ HOUSEKEEPING. Letters by Susan sent to the City, to Cool Aid and Life 
Cycles.  Downtown Business Assn. response to letter: 3 cameras 
downtown are counters that do not provide an image.

11/ NEXT MEETING JAN. 8 1.30 pm at OUR PLACE. MAJOR ISSUE: 
PROTESTS,STARTING WITH THE RIGHT TO SLEEP IN ONE'S CAR.
AGREED THAT WE DO NOT ALWAYS NEED AN OUTSIDE SPEAKER, BUT 
NEED TO HAVE A THEME AT THESE LARGE MEETINGS.  

*** * * * * *` *


